The following shall be inserted at the end of Para 4 (b) of the Invitation of EOI:

“The model publication as stated above is to provide a visual impression for guidance only. The work shall be carried out as per the following specifications:

**Paper (Inner Pages):** 70 GSM Maplitho Sunshine BILT Paper, Surfacized, Brightness above 95%

**Paper (Cover Page):** 250-300 GSM, white back, SBS board, Lamination on the cover

**Book Size:** 6.25”x 9.25”

**Printed Matter:** 8”x 5”

**Printing:** Single colour text inside, Cover page four colours

**Binding:** Centre Stitch, paper back, perfect binding

**Font:** Kuenstler

**Font Size:** 10 for text matter, 12 for headings in bold, Interline spacing 12.5